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Usually, when your bucket has a hole in, you patch the hole first.  You don’t keep 
pouring water into it.   

That, however, is exactly what President Obama will do tonight with his executive 
action.  He is not securing our border.  He is not proposing to create a working 
system of legal immigration.  He is not addressing the causes of our immigration 
problems.   

President Obama is merely pretending the law was never broken.  His action 
guarantees more families will come here illegally tomorrow to lead diminished lives 
and endure today’s suffering again. 

The President has this exactly backwards:  If we first secure our borders and create 
a working system of legal immigration, the painful problems of deported parents, 
immigrant families torn apart, and children forcibly abandoned will become 
manageable.  If we do not do those things, those problems will not.   

How should Republicans respond?  First, perhaps, we should point out the 
President’s naked political cruelty: The President’s illusory solution is not only a 
reckless violation of the Constitution, sabotaging the ever-so-modest hope that 
Republicans and Democrats might work together the closing two years of his final, 
disastrous term.  It is also the very opposite of compassion and concern for 
immigrant families and their children. Obama is replacing millions of illegal 
immigrants hiding in the shadows today with millions more hiding in the shadows 
tomorrow. 

This President is not fixing the hole in the bucket, just trying to score political points 
by pouring more water in it.   

Secondly, of course, it is incumbent upon Republicans to offer a solution and explain 
how we would patch the hole in the bucket, ourselves.  We think there is a better 
way. 

---- 

Not long ago, NewRepublican.org conducted a dial test w/ Frank Luntz on the 
language on immigration reform.  The audience was millenials, not one of our most 
supportive groups, so any good numbers would be telling. 



Transcript of the dial test is below.  You will find the video of that dial test here.    

Whit Ayers also conducted two large national surveys of registered voters for 
NewRepublican.org, testing fresh approaches and language on many issues, 
including immigration.  (Sept 24-28, 2014.) 

One of the things we’ve learned from our research is this: 

Washington isn’t exactly popular these days -- which means that our Republican, top-
down, Washington based approach to immigration reform isn’t any more popular 
than the President’s, top-down, Washington based approach to immigration reform. 

You can see where the opportunity lies:  Republicans can present an “outside-of-
Washington” approach to immigration reform.  We have an opportunity to earn 
greater political support by taking a more popular, populist and federalist approach 
that gives states and municipalities a larger voice in the immigration process, who’s 
allowed to come, and who’s allowed to stay. 

Words that Work: 

Washington needs to stop lecturing states and municipalities about how many 
immigrants or guest workers we are allowed and Washington ought to start 
listening.  

States and municipalities need to get a larger say in determining our need for 
immigrants and guest workers. 

There are four reasons this might be a more productive approach: 

1. Riding the wave of existing populist, anti-Washington sentiment would make 
GOP immigration reform proposals more acceptable. 

2. Outside-of-Washington reform is more consistent with our conservative 
values.  We are not party of big top-down, elite Washington plans and 
solutions.  Instead, we are the party of bottom-up markets and more 
competitive choices. 

3. Competitive marketplace pressures are missing from the immigration 
marketplace.  Right now, the economic value of immigrants is disconnected 
from their political value.  That’s why we see some Republicans leaders 
blasting immigrants and benefitting politically, without paying any economic 
price:  Their district or state still profits from cost-efficient labor that 
harvests their crops, cleans their hotel rooms, starts new businesses, builds 
new American families and drives economic growth.  A more market-based 
approach, based upon the Newt Gingrich-endorsed, Kriebel Foundation’s Red 
Card Plan, for example, would help.  Such an approach, in which states and 
municipalities would have to compete for new Americans and cost-effective 
labor, would connect the political and economic value of immigrants and 
impose consequences upon unnecessarily conflictive rhetoric and political 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=opGuHC2Nn7Q
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/wonkblog/post/a-closer-look-at-gingrichs-red-card-immigration-plan/2011/11/23/gIQA139coN_blog.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/wonkblog/post/a-closer-look-at-gingrichs-red-card-immigration-plan/2011/11/23/gIQA139coN_blog.html


posturing on immigration. 
4. Right now, the arrogant elitism of President Obama and his party are on 

proud display.  He told us his policies were “on the ballot”, they were 
repudiated in red, purple, and blue states, yet he persists in imposing his will 
beyond his constitutional authority.  A “plan for bottom-up immigration 
reform” that allows Republicans to say, “Washington, this President, and his 
party need to stop lecturing and start listening to the American people” 
would set the President’s self-serving elitism in stark relief. 

So we tested this language in dial groups, among millenials, and on our survey.  The 
survey question was agree/disagree with intensity. 

“Washington should stop lecturing us and start listening to states and 
municipalities about how many immigrants and guest workers we need to com 
work and contribute to our economy.  Once Washington does its job and 
secures our borders, it should give our states and communities a larger say in 
determining how many new immigrants and guest workers we are allowed.” 

Here are the results.  Total agreement was 88% with Republicans, 77% with 
Independents, 70% with Democrats and 75% agreement with all voters. 

                 STRONGLY      SMWHT           TOTAL                SMWHT            STRONGLY         DON’T          DON’T  

                 AGREE                 AGREE            AGREE              DISAGREE        DISAGREE        UNDRST      KNOW 

 

ALL       46%           29%   75%            10%          10%     1%           4% 

REP       62%             26%           88%                6%                   4%               0%       2% 

IND       45%             27%           77%              13%                  12%              0%       3% 

DEM       36%             34%           70%                9%                  13%              3%       5% 

A Credible Alternative 

Lastly, if we really want to challenge President Obama’s executive action on 
immigration reform, something even he said he did not have the authority to do, we 
know it is not enough just to say “no.”   We need to give the American people an 
alternative. 

That alternative is not just policy (we have plenty of good policy) – it’s the choice 
Americans will hear on the news.   

As Margaret Thatcher taught us, “first win the argument, then win the vote.”  What is 
our argument?  Part of it might be this: 

The Choice: 

“This President is lecturing America, not listening to America.  He is proposing an 
old, top-down Washington-knows-best approach to our immigration challenges.  



Once again, in his view, Washington’s elite will tell us what is good for us, though 
they are so far from our real lives and our real world. President Obama and his party 
still think political and artificial solutions from Washington, to this and every other 
problem, are best. 

“The failure of that old approach is all around us.  Republicans think it is time for 
new ideas and an approach to immigration reform that is fresh. 

“We should debate a three-step proposal for Bottom-Up Immigration Reform. 

“Step One:  The President and his Administration should stop playing politics, do 
their job and work with the leaders of both parties to secure our borders. Period. 
First. Get it done (72/71). A country without borders isn’t a country. In today’s 
dangerous world, where terrorist threats grow ever closer, we’ve got to have that. If 
Fed Ex can track every package, we can track everybody who comes into this 
country (74/66). 

“Step Two:  One fair and simple immigration system for everybody.  Right now, our 
problem isn’t that our immigration system it’s broken, it’s worse than that. We don’t 
even have a working immigration system (69/51). People who apply to come to the 
United States wait for a decade or more to get an answer, so what happens? 
Immigrants make up their own immigration system and they come here illegally.  
And that of course is what we are trying to stop.  So we know what the answer is 
(80/76). We should have one fair, simple immigration system that works the same 
way for everybody and nourishes our economy with hard workers, responsible 
taxpayers, new business creators and growth (81/74).  Despite the President now 
taking executive action that even he himself said he doesn’t have the authority to 
take, we remain willing to produce legislation and work with him on this. 

Step Three:  Washington DC doesn’t know your state’s economic needs or your 
needs for immigrant labor. Washington ought to get out of that business. The 
President ought to stop lecturing states and municipalities about how many 
immigrants or guest workers we are allowed and start listening (61-56). States and 
municipalities need to get a larger say in determining our need for immigrants and 
guest workers, and then face the consequences if businesses decide to go where 
they can find cheap labor or a better workforce (68/57).  On this, too, we hope to 
find common ground with the President and his party. 

(The scores above and in the transcript are what you see on the screen during the dial 
testing.  So if you see (73/71) in the transcript below, it means Republican dialed the 
preceding phrases up to 73 and Democrat dialed it up to 71.) 

  



Words that Work (from Luntz Dial Groups) 

The Language of Immigration Reform    

(Note:  You can find video of this dial group and a complete transcript at 
newrepublican.org.  The language below is from that transcript.  The minute and 
second indicators in parenthesis below (e.g., 21:30) locate the language on the 
video.) 

Step One (21:30)   

Words that Work:  Secure the border first 

Immigration – that’s a hot potato. We have to be a country, first of strong secure 
borders, but also have to be a country that has an effective and working system of 
legal immigration because if we don’t have an immigration system that works, and 
we really don’t now, guess what happens – immigrants invent their own, they come 
here illegally (73/71). And that’s what we’re trying to stop. So, what works? Well, 
here’s a three-part immigration strategy: Washington should stop playing politics, 
do its job and secure our borders. Period. First. Get it done (72/71). A country 
without borders isn’t a country, it’s like a coffee cup without borders isn’t a coffee 
cup. Gotta have that. If Fed Ex can track every package, we can track everybody who 
comes into this country (74/66). 

  

Step Two (23:06) 

Words That Work:  We need a fair, simple immigration system 

Second. Right now, our problem isn’t that our immigration system it’s broken, it’s 
worse than that. We don’t even have a working immigration system (69/51). 
People who apply to come to the United States, they wait for a decade or more to get 
an answer, so what happens? Immigrants make up their own immigration system 
and they come here illegally, and so we know what the answer is (80/76). We 
should have one fair, simple immigration system that works the same way for 
everybody and nourishes our economy with hard workers, responsible taxpayers, 
new business creators and growth (81/74). 

Step Three (24:50)   

Words That Work:  Tell Washington to Stop Lecturing and Listen to Us  

Third. Washington doesn’t know our state’s economic needs or our needs for 
immigrant labor. Washington ough to get out of our business here. Washington 
ought to stop lecturing states and municipalities about how many immigrants or 
guest workers we are allowed and Washington ought to start listening (61-56). 



States and municipalities need to get a larger say in determining our need for 
immigrants and guest workers, and then they can, the states can face the 
consequences if businesses decide to go where they can find cheap labor or a better 
workforce (68/57). 


